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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

Unit IV

7. What are the different sources of geothermal

energy ? Discuss different systems used for

generating the power using geothermal energy.

8. The non-conventional methods were known to

man since time immemorial, still they were

not developed. Comment and give reasons.

Describe Wind Power Generation Plant.
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Unit I

1. What are the various sources of energy and

their potential in India ? Describe the

importance of interconnected generation of

power plants.

2. A system has a straight line annual load

duration curve with maximum and minimum

demands of 15 MW and 5 MW respectively.

The annual cost characteristics of base load

and peak load stations are respectively given

by :

C1 = Rs. 1,00,000 + Rs. 100/kW

+ Rs. 0.06/kWhr

C2 = Rs. 8,00,000 + Rs. 60/kW

+ Rs. 0.08/kWhr

Determine the operating schedule of peak load

station for minimum annual cost. Hence

determine the overall cost per kWhr.

Unit II

3. Draw the schematic diagram of thermal power

station and explain its working and principle.

4. Draw a neat diagram of nuclear reactor and

explain the function of different components.

Why only sodium is used as coolant in breeder

reactor ?

Unit III

5. Describe briefly (i) Surge tank (ii) head water

control (iii) specific speeds (iv) penstock and

(v) flow-duration curve (vi) recent trends in

power generation (vii) co-generation (viii) fuel

cell.

6. Draw a neat diagram of a fuel storage and

fuel supply system used for a diesel power

plant. What are the advantages of underground

fuel storage ?
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